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AbstractFive implementations of di�erent lazy functional languagesare compared using a common benchmark of a dozenmedium size programs. The benchmarking procedure hasbeen designed such that one set of programs can be trans-lated automatically into di�erent languages, thus allowinga comparison of the quality of compilers for di�erent lazyfunctional languages.Aspects studied include compile time, execution time,ease of programming determined by the availability of cer-tain key features, and the quality of the documentation.All compilers studied generate good quality code. TheNijmegen Clean system compiles faster than all the others.The FAST/FCG compiler from Southampton/Amsterdamproperly supports arrays. The LML system from Chalmersis the most robust. The Haskell compilers from Chalmersand Glasgow provide the most comprehensive functionality.1 IntroductionTo take stock of the current state of a�airs, a number of com-pilers for lazy functional languages have been benchmarked.We have looked at aspects of their use that are importantto the programmer using the language. No attention hasbeen given to parallel implementations, even though mostof the implementations that were benchmarked also supportparallel execution, when suitable hardware is available.The overriding concern has been to give the reader a clearand realistic assessment. In particular the use of sophisti-cated measures has been avoided, and a presentation styleis used that one might �nd in a consumer guide. The readermay look at the tables and decide at �rst glance whetherthe properties of interest are satis�ed by a particular im-plementation. The choice of properties is a compromise be-tween criteria that are easy to understand (which compilergenerates faster code?) and sometimes obscure propertiesof the implementations of lazy functional languages (whichlanguage does not support local function de�nitions?).The next section motivates our choice of languages andimplementations. Section 3 describes the procedure that hasbeen used to benchmark a common set of benchmarks with

di�erent languages. The experimental results are presentedin Section 4. The last section gives our conclusions.2 The choice of languages and implementationsThere are several major e�orts to implement a state-of-the-art lazy functional language. For the main part these ef-forts are addressed at implementing Haskell [10]. Haskellcompilers are under development at several places, includ-ing Glasgow University, Yale University and Chalmers Uni-versity. The Chalmers and Glasgow compilers have beenbenchmarked. The Yale compiler has not been benchmarkedbecause at present it does not produce a stand alone binary,like all the other compilers. Instead the Yale system is em-bedded in a Lisp environment.Miranda1 [19, 20] and LML [2, 3] are slightly older and insome respects simpler languages than Haskell. This meansthat they are both easier to learn and easier to implement.The LML compiler has been developed at Chalmers Uni-versity. A Miranda system can be purchased from ResearchSoftware Ltd. of Canterbury. Unlike the other implementa-tions, the Miranda system does not compile programs to na-tive machine code but interprets an abstract machine code.It would not be fair to compare the run time of interpretedcode with that of compiled code, so instead of using Mi-randa, we use our own compiler. This is the FAST compiler(developed at Southampton University [8, 7]) together withthe FCG code generator (developed at Amsterdam Univer-sity [11]). The FAST compiler implements Intermediate, alanguage that has a syntax similar to Miranda. Intermediateprovides more primitive functions than Miranda, but doesnot support operator overloading and several other featuresof Miranda.Concurrent Clean [13, 21] is a language primarily in-tended to be used as target language for a compiler frontend but it has been extended towards a more comprehen-sive programming language. The implementation is fromNijmegen University.These lazy functional languages have many features incommon, the most important being that they are all typesafe, with strong polymorphic type checking. Strong typ-ing is such a powerful help in developing reliable programs,without incurring run time performance penalties, that wefelt restricting our attention to such languages is justi�ed.Table 1 provides a summary of the facilities that areprovided by the languages of interest. The Miranda column1Miranda is a trademark of Research software Ltd.



Clean[21] Miranda[20] Intermediate[7
]

LML[3] Haskell[10]Basic data typesbool, char, int, oat + + + + +complex � � + � +bitwise logical + � + + �arbitrary precision integers � + � + +Data structurestuples and lists + + + + +algebraic data types + + + + +general arrays � � + 2 +special character arrays + � � � �Pattern matchingon arguments + + + + +on conformal de�nitions 2 + + + +refute (a,b) = 1 is lazy � + + � �as-patterns + � � + +Program structurewhere clauses + + + + +let expressions � � + + +modules + + � + +abstract data types 2 + � 2 +local functions � + + + +list comprehensions � + + + +arithmetic sequences � + + + +constant applicative forms � + + + +Typingpolymorphic types + + + + +operator overloading � + � � +polymorphic =, <, etc. � + � + +Interfacing and program developmentforeign language calls + � + + +strictness annotations + � � + �use of dbx (unix) � � � 2 2use of prof (unix) � � + + +use of special pro�ling � � � + +I/O and system interfacing + 2 � 2 +support for parallelism + � 2 2 2Miscellaneousquality of the manual � + 2 2 +available via ftp + � � + ++ = best/feature provided2 = feature not completely provided (see text)� = worst/feature not providedTable 1: A comparative overview of the language facilities.

is present to enable comparisons with Intermediate. Not allof the facilities listed are actually used by the benchmarkprograms.The �rst category basic data types lists the basic languagefacilities, some of which are discussed in detail in the nextsection. All languages support scalar data types of varioussorts. Arbitrary precision integers are not presently used inthe benchmarks, but it would be interesting in future ex-periments to gauge the e�ect of building arbitrary precisionintegers into a language.The category data structures shows that tuples, algebraicdata types and lists with pattern matching on these datastructures are provided by all languages. General arraysare provided by Intermediate and Haskell. LML providesa subset of the Haskell array primitives. Clean provides abuiltin type for strings based on arrays of 8-bit charactersbut no general arrays. Strings in the benchmarks are alwaysimplemented as lists of characters.In the category pattern matching a distinction is madebetween matching on arguments in ordinary function de�ni-tions (of the form function pattern : : : pattern = expression),and matching on conformal de�nitions (of the form pattern= expression). Pattern matching on arguments is fully sup-ported by all languages, but in Clean it is not possible towrite a conformal de�nition such as this:> (x:xs) = list of numbersThis de�nition separates the �rst element x from the rest.Clean only supports conformal de�nitions such as this:> (a,b) = pair of numbersThis de�nition dissects a 2-tuple into its constituents. (Notethat the example programs in this paper are written in Mi-randa syntax; Clean, LML and Haskell syntax are all di�er-ent, see also Section 3). Guards can be used in all languagesto constrain the pattern matching on function arguments.The third item in the category pattern matching statesthat in all languages except Miranda and Intermediate, tu-ples are considered refutable patterns, i.e. given the de�ni-tion of refute as below, an application of refute ? yields? in such languages, but the value 1 in Miranda and Inter-mediate.> refute (a,b) = 1The last item in the category pattern matching describes theavailability of as-patterns. These allow the programmer tointroduce a name for a structured pattern while the struc-ture is scrutinised at the same time. Compare the equiva-lent functions m (in Miranda) and h (in Haskell) below. TheHaskell version is neater and also more e�cient:> m [0,b] = [0,b] > h c @ [0,b] = c> m [a,b] = [1,b] > h [a,b] = [1,b]The category program structure gives an indication of thesyntax provided by the various languages. A \let" expres-sion may be written where an unadorned expression is per-mitted. A \where" clause may appear only at the end of afunction de�nition. For example in the contrived programbelow, the variable m is available both in the function bodyand in the guards. This could not have been achieved witha \let" expression.



> fac n = 1 , if m <= 0> = n * fac m , otherwise> where> m = n-1All languages except Intermediate provide modules and a fa-cility for separate compilation. Proper abstract data typesare provided by Miranda and Haskell. Clean and LML usethe module facility to achieve the information hiding re-quired for the support of abstract data types. Intermediatedoes not provide abstract data types. Local function def-initions, list comprehensions and arithmetic sequences aresupported by all languages except Clean.The �nal row in the category program structure showsthat all languages except Clean support constant applica-tive forms (CAFs). A CAF is a parameterless function,which, when used more than once, is still evaluated onlyonce. Clean evaluates a parameterless function each timeit is called. To overcome this problem, all parameterlessfunctions may be grouped under the \where" of the mainexpression, which will avoid the recomputation. This, how-ever, incurs a certain overhead as the parameterless func-tions are no longer globally de�ned, so they will have to bepassed explicitly to the functions that use these de�nitions.The lack of support for CAFs makes Clean less suitable as atarget language for lazy functional languages that do requireCAFs.The category typing shows that all languages are poly-morphic. Operator overloading and polymorphic compar-isons are only supported by some languages. These issuesare discussed further in the next section.In the category interfacing and program development abrief characterisation is given of how to use lazy functionalprograms in the real world. Most languages have a way ofinterfacing to functions written in other languages.Clean and LML allow the programmer to annotate pro-grams for example to declare data structures to be strict incertain components, which is intended to help the compilergenerate faster code. Not all data structures can be anno-tated, in Clean for example tuples may be annotated butnot algebraic data types. The Haskell language does notde�ne annotations, but the two Haskell compilers allow forprograms to be annotated.Some implementations provide support for the standardunix pro�ling tool prof. A pro�ling system speci�cally de-signed for lazy functional languages [17] is available withthe Haskell and LML systems. Debugging with the unixdebugging tool dbx is not properly supported by any of theimplementations.We have not looked at the I/O systems of the languages,even though Clean and Haskell provide sophisticated I/Ofacilities. The benchmark programs only print a simple an-swer and none of them read input from a �le. Only the mostbasic form of I/O has thus been used. This does not meanthat the programs do not require input data, but merely thata speci�c input data set has been included into the programtext. This has been done so that program and input dataare guaranteed to be the same for all runs of a particularprogram.Clean is the only language speci�cally designed for par-allel execution. Haskell and LML support annotations forparallelism and Intermediate has a number of primitives tospark parallel execution.The last category miscellaneous describes the documen-tation and availability of the compilers. The marks given for

the quality of the language manual represents our opinion,which is by no means objective. LML, Clean and Haskellimplementations are available via anonymous ftp.3 Reconciling the language features and primitives in thebenchmarksBenchmarking di�erent languages requires a set of bench-mark programs to be written in di�erent syntaxes and usingdi�erent primitive functions. This is di�cult when done onan ad hoc basis because it is easy to make mistakes and tointroduce bias towards one of the languages, in particularit is di�cult to avoid bias towards the language the bench-marks are originally written in. The solution adopted is towrite all the benchmarks in one language, whilst taking intoaccount the following considerations:1. Restrict the use of special syntax to those forms thatcan be translated mechanically into functionally equiv-alent, e�cient syntax of all the languages of concern.2. Use a set of essential primitive functions that must bepresent in any language to be of interest for generalpurpose programming purposes.The next sections further elaborate these considerations.3.1 The use of special syntaxTo reconcile all the languages, two features of Haskell andMiranda had to be avoided:� Avoid operator overloading. This is a main featureof Haskell; none of the other compilers support op-erator overloading. Instead of relying on the com-piler to resolve operator overloading, all benchmarkprograms are written using explicit type speci�cationswhere permitted: A type speci�cation is given for alltop level function declarations as well as all possiblyoverloaded operators and operands. This informationis presented even to those compilers that are capable ofderiving the information. This is done to ensure thatthe fastest code can be generated in all cases and thusto avoid bias. For example in the case of the exampleprogram fac, the Haskell compiler will be told explic-itly that the operators *, <=, etc. are restricted to typeInt, as opposed to the more general type Integer.The latter contains both �xed and arbitrary precisionintegers. Addition and comparison on type Int cor-respond to single machine instructions, whereas suchoperations on type Integer require many machine in-structions.� Avoid polymorphic comparisons (=, >=, etc.) on ar-bitrary data structures. Only comparisons on basicvalues such as integers and oating point numbers areassumed to be present as e�cient primitive functions.Comparisons on data structures are explicitly pro-grammed in the benchmark programs. Clean and In-termediate do not support polymorphic comparisons.It is di�cult to implement these two facilities without intro-ducing run time penalties. We have thus not used either toavoid being unfair towards languages with overloading andpolymorphic comparisons.



3.2 The use of essential primitivesTo also reconcile the implementations of the languages itwould have been ideal to use only a common sub-set of theprimitive functions provided by all. Most primitives (in-teger and oating point arithmetic, boolean and characteroperations, etc.) are provided by all languages.Short bit vectors and associated operations such as log-ical shifts and bit operations (and/or) are provided by allsystems, either as primitives within the language or as ef-�cient library functions. The benchmark contains a mix ofprograms for di�erent application areas, of which only twoprograms use bit vectors.The FCG code generator for Intermediate supports 31-bit oating point numbers, whereas all other implementa-tions provide double precision oating point data. This givesIntermediate an advantage over the other systems for 4 ofthe benchmark programs that use oating point data.There are also some primitives that are needed in manyapplication areas, in particular in science and engineer-ing, which are not provided by all implementations un-der scrutiny. These facilities are arrays and complex num-bers. To overcome this problem the following measures weretaken:Arrays are primitive to Haskell. The Haskell style arraysare also fully implemented in Intermediate. LML hasa restricted set of array primitives, whereas Clean doesnot currently o�er arrays (other than character ar-rays). Without arrays it is impossible to implementsome applications e�ciently. An implementation ofarrays based on binary trees has been provided in theform of library functions for Clean, where it was lack-ing. Two benchmark programs use arrays.Complex numbers are an essential ingredient of compu-tations in science and engineering. Complex numbersare provided as standard by Haskell and Intermediate.They are programmed in both Clean and LML as strictpairs of two oating point numbers, where the programannotations for strictness have been used. This meansthat the two oating point components of a complexnumber are actually evaluated before a complex num-ber is created. The complex numbers provided by In-termediate are also strict. The built in complex num-bers of Haskell are lazy, which gives the Haskell com-pilers a disadvantage on one benchmark program thatuses complex numbers.language Clean Intermediate LML Haskellint 32 bit 31 bit 32 bit 32 bitoat 64 bit 31 bit 64 bit 64 bitcomplex 2*oat! 2*oat! 2*oat! 2*oatarrays added builtin partial builtinbitwise builtin builtin builtin libraryadded = implemented in the language itselfpartial = partially implemented in the language itselfbuiltin = builtin primitive of the languagelibrary = provided by the language system in a library! = strict complex numbersTable 2: How the essential data types and primitives areimplemented in each language.To implement the missing primitives at the source lan-guage level rather than at the target level is a disadvantage.

However only few benchmark programs use the whole rangeof primitives and this will be taken into account when draw-ing conclusions about the performance of such benchmarks.Table 2 provides a summary of the support of essential datatypes and primitives that are used in the benchmark suite.Miranda6Benchmark programs?FAST�LMLChalmers -Clean Nijmegen��������� HaskellChalmers ?HaskellGlasgowFigure 1: The organisation of the benchmarking proce-dure, showing how the benchmarks are translated into LML,Haskell and Clean.3.3 Benchmarking procedureThe benchmark programs are written using the Mirandaprogram development system. After completing the devel-opment, the programs are compiled using the FAST com-piler. On output the FAST compiler either produces anexecutable program or, depending on a compiler switch, aHaskell, LML, or Clean program. These programs are thenfurther processed by the appropriate compiler. This practi-cal procedure is shown schematically in Figure 1.The route from a Miranda program to a Haskell orLML program is straight forward because LML and Haskellsupport local function de�nitions, list comprehensions andarithmetic sequences. In this case a mere syntax change isall that is required.The route to a Clean program is somewhat arduous asthis relies on the FAST compiler to compile list comprehen-sions and arithmetic sequences into ordinary function callsand to perform lambda lifting. These program transforma-tions are done as e�ciently as possible (see [15]) and sharethe algorithm that the FAST compiler itself uses to com-pile to an executable program. The lack of CAF support inClean causes programs to evaluate parameterless functionsover and over again. To avoid this bias, all global param-eterless functions in the Clean programs were mechanicallygrouped under the \where" of the main expression, as de-scribed in Section 2. This treatment has not been appliedto programs in any of the other languages, as they properlysupport CAFs.4 ExperimentsThe benchmarking procedure has been applied to a set of 13application programs. The compilation and execution timeof each program could thus measured to provide a quanti-tative measure of the quality of each compiler.



4.1 Benchmark applicationsWhilst gathering benchmark programs we looked for appli-cations from di�erent areas, to explore the support for var-ious kinds of programming activities. The benchmark setcontains small and medium size programs, each of which isrun on a realistic input data set. Table 4 summarises thecharacteristics of the programs and provides references totheir origin. The programs are sorted on the number oflines of source text. This count is exclusive of comments,blank lines, and the standard library functions provided byMiranda. The largest program comprises 1200 lines hencesome programs are \real" [14], most are \imaginary". Thecolumn primitives lists the data structures and primitivefunctions used by the program, to give an impression of itscharacter. There are a few numerical applications (wang,fft, wave4 and solid). The event program embodies thecore of a simulation program. The programs sched and idaimplement search algorithms typically found in arti�cial in-telligence applications. An image processing application ispresent in the form of complab. There are several compilerwriters applications (listcompr, typecheck, transform andparstof).System used: a dual processor SUN 4/690 with 64 Mbyte ofreal memory and 64 Kbyte cache under SunOS 4.1.2.In the (Bourne) shell commands below, the variable $P rep-resents the name of the program, $I the input parameterfor the Intermediate system. The heap sizes shown all cor-respond to 48 Mbyte.Clean version 0.8.2:fast -clean $P.iclm $P -o $P.clean.out$P.clean.out -b -h 48m -nt -s 8mIntermediate version 31:fast -fcg $P.i$P.fcg.out -v 1 -h 12000000 -s 2000000 $ILML version 0.999.4:fast -lml $P.ilmlc -H20000000 -O $P.lml.m fast2lml.o -o $P.lml.out$P.lml.out -H48000000 -A1000000 -V1000000Chalmers Haskell version 0.999.4:fast -hbc $P.ihbc -H40000000 -O -ihbclib: $P.hbc.hs -o $P.hbc.out$P.hbc.out -H48000000 -A1000000 -V1000000Glasgow Haskell version 0.11:fast -ghc $P.ighc -Rmax-heapsize 60M -Rmax-stksize 2M -O -Ighclib \-Lghclib -lfast $P.ghc.hs -o $P.ghc.out$P.ghc.out +RTS -H48M -K8MTable 3: The computer system used and the compiler andrun time options.

4.2 ResultsThe benchmark programs were all compiled with option set-tings that should give fast execution, we have consistentlytried to optimise for speed. The compile time and run timeoptions used are shown in Table 3 together with the charac-teristics of the system used. To achieve best performance nodebugging, run time checks or pro�ling code has been gen-erated. Where a \{O" option could be set to generate fastercode, we have done so. Some compilers provide further opti-misations, e.g. \{O2", but these sometimes generate worsecode, so we have refrained form using such potentially dan-gerous options.Each benchmark program has an input parameter thathas been used to tune the program such that it consumesabout 1 minute of cpu time. Running a benchmark programfor a shorter period makes the time measurements less re-liable, while larger input parameter values cause some pro-grams to run out of heap space. It is thus impossible toachieve the target of 1 minute for all programs. The inputparameters that have been used are shown in the secondcolumn of Table 5.The stand alone executables were timed on a unix systemusing /bin/time, taking the sum of user and system timeas the total execution time. Each executable has been run60 times, on a quiet system, taking the best execution timeas the ultimate performance measure, because it minimisesthe error in the time measurement. The real times werealways found to be at most a few seconds higher than thecpu time, which implies that the reported times are a reliableindication of program performance on the machine that weused.The measured execution times include garbage collectiontime. Each executable has been run 10 times with each ofsix di�erent heap sizes: 8, 16, 24, 32, 40 and 48 Mbyte.The selected heap sizes allow a two-space copying garbagecollector two semi-spaces of 4, 8, : : : 24 Mbyte each. Oneof the heap sizes will give the best execution time: A smallheap means slow execution because of a large number ofgarbage collects, while having a large heap slows executiondown because of excessive paging activity.All implementations were benchmarked using the defaultgarbage collector. For the Glasgow Haskell compiler thisis a generational garbage collector, the other systems bydefault use a two-space copying garbage collector. The LMLand Haskell implementations o�er several di�erent garbagecollectors and it would be interesting for a future study torepeat the measurements so as to determine which garbagecollector performs best for a given program with a particularcompiler.Table 5 shows compile time and run time performancemeasurements. The compilation speed is reported in linesper minute real time, where the number of lines of the orig-inal Miranda program (as shown in column 2 of Table 4)determines the size of the program. For each compiler theminimum and maximum compilation speed is reported, asfound over the whole range of benchmarks.The execution time for each compiled program is mea-sured in seconds. For each executable we report the besttime out of 10 � 6 = 60 runs. The heap size required toachieve this optimum is shown next to the execution time.Fixing the heap size to one and the same value for all ex-periments shows somewhat larger execution times, but therelative ranking of the compilers does not change.Each row in Table 5 bears one asterisk, which marks the



program lines reference primitives used short descriptionevent 84 [12] list, data Event driven simulation of a set-reset ipop calculating thestate after a large number of transitions.wang 100 [25, 22] list, tuple, oat Wang's algorithm for solving system of linear equations basedon a large tri-diagonal matrix.�t 130 [9] list, tuple, oat, bit,complex, array Two fast Fourier transforms, one using arrays and one usinglists.gen�t 210 [9] list, bit Generation of synthetic FFT programs.listcompr 229 [15, Ch. 7] list, data Translation of the list comprehensions in a program into ordi-nary recursive functions.wave4 247 [22] list, tuple, oat,array Calculation of the water heights in a square area of 8 � 8 gridpoints of the North Sea over a long time period.sched 250 [22] list, data Calculation of an optimum schedule of a number of parallel jobswith a branch and bound algorithm.ida 256 [6] list, data Solution of a particular con�guration of the n-puzzle using theiterative deepening algorithm.typecheck 360 [15, Ch. 9] list, tuple, data Polymorphic type checking of a set of function de�nitions andgeneration of the type signatures.solid 605 [5] list, tuple, data, oat Point membership classi�cation algorithm from a solid modelinglibrary for computational geometry.complab 653 [18] list, tuple, data Image processing application that labels connected regions ofpixels as objects.transform 834 [23] list, tuple, data Transformation of a number of programs represented as syn-chronous process networks into master/slave style parallelprograms.parstof 1192 [4] list, tuple, data Lexing and parsing based on Wadler's parsing method [24] of amedium size program.arrays = uses arrays oat = uses oating point arithmeticbit = uses logical operators on small bit vectors list = uses listscomplex= uses complex arithmetic tuple = uses tuplesdata = uses algebraic data typesTable 4: The benchmark programs with an indication of their size and purpose.language input Clean Intermediate LML Haskellcompiler Chalmers GlasgowCompilation speed in lines per minute real timeminimum *131 30 89 17 27maximum *1404 295 361 289 128Heap space in Mbyte and execution time in secondsevent 400000 16M 25 16M * 21 24M 35 24M 32 24M 30wang 250 24M 21 16M 20 24M * 16 24M * 16 48M 20�t 5 48M 10 24M * 6 32M * 6 40M 8 24M 16gen�t 7 8M * 6 8M 7 8M 7 8M 7 24M 16listcompr 1000 8M 23 8M * 7 8M 14 8M 12 8M 33listcopy 1000 8M 30 8M * 26 8M 31 8M 32 8M 36wave4 4000 24M 108 16M * 31 32M 91 32M 130 24M 286sched 11 8M 8 8M * 7 8M 13 8M 12 8M 14ida 6 8M * 23 8M 27 8M 42 8M 31 16M 34typecheck 600 8M 57 8M * 55 8M 68 8M 71 8M 83solid 13 16M * 45 32M 56 8M 48 8M 49 8M 55complab 10 24M 46 16M * 34 16M 51 16M 50 40M 67transform 500 8M 80 8M * 75 16M 99 16M 95 16M 102parstof 40 8M 34 8M * 32 8M 69 16M 62 8M 60* = Best execution timeTable 5: The compile time and run time results of the benchmarking.



best result for that particular row. This shows that it de-pends to some extent on the application which compiler gen-erates the fastest code, but in general, Clean, FAST/FCGand LML produce the fastest code. The Clean system hasthe added advantage that it compiles faster than the others.We have been able to �nd an explanation for the follow-ing di�erences in execution times:maturity and tuning We think that the Haskell compil-ers generate worse code than the other three compilersbecause of the complexity of the language. It takeslonger to build a working compiler for a complex thana simple language, hence it takes longer before perfor-mance tuning can begin to produce results. This ispure speculation, but we do know for a fact that theClean and LML compilers have been around for muchlonger than the other compilers, so we would expectthem to be more �nely tuned.irrefutable tuples Tuples in Miranda and Intermediateare irrefutable. This means that a compiler for theselanguages cannot prove functions such as refute strict(see the discussion of pattern matching in Section 2).The FAST compiler therefore generates worse codethan the other compilers for functions that operateon tuples. The wang program su�ers from this e�ect,because the sparse matrices it manipulates are repre-sented as lists of 4-tuples.e�cient array support The wave4 program runs fasterusing FAST than with the other compilers. This is be-cause of the e�cient array support provided by FAST.The array implementations in Haskell and LML areprobably not optimal, while the array support forClean has been implemented in Clean itself, usingbinary trees. In principle, the foreign language callmechanism could be used to implement arrays. How-ever to also enable the garbage collector to operateon arrays thus allocated is a major research issue andtherefore well beyond the scope of a benchmarking ef-fort.oating point support The FAST/FCG compiler uses31-oating point numbers, which may appear to giveit an unfair advantage. The results do not con�rmthis, as FAST/FCG is relatively slow on the two oat-ing point programs that do not use arrays (wang andsolid).top level append A di�erence in the implementationswith a signi�cant e�ect on the performance becomesapparent when the numbers in the two rows forlistcompr and listcopy are compared. listcopy isidentical to listcompr, except that it prints every out-put character using the function copy de�ned thus:> copy [] = []> copy (x:xs) = x:copy xsThe di�erence is due to the fact that printing outputin a functional program can be expensive: strings, andprinted output in particular, are manufactured by ap-pending lists (using the ++ operator) into one largeoutput list. If the sole purpose of the appends is toproduce the printed output of the program, then asimple optimisation is possible that may save work.

This so called \top level append optimisation" worksas follows: when the printer encounters an applicationof append, it prints the �rst argument, then prints thesecond argument and then returns, without construct-ing the concatenation of the two lists in the heap. Thisparticular optimisation is only possible when the toplevel expression is of the form "..." ++ "...", butnot when some other function (i.c. copy) is posed inbetween the top level printer and the ++ operations,as is the case in listcopy. The only programs to pro-duce large outputs are listcopy and listcompr. Theothers typically print a few dozen characters. Whenlarge outputs are produced, the e�ect is dramatic, asfor example the FAST performance of listcompr is 7seconds, which jumps to 26 seconds for listcopy, justby making it impossible to use the top level appendoptimisation. The top level append optimisation onlya�ects the performance of listcopy and listcompr;the performance di�erences observed for the other pro-grams are thus due to other phenomena. The toplevel append optimisation originates from the Chal-mers compilers. It is probably not used by the Cleancompiler or the Glasgow Haskell compiler.target language The FAST compiler and the GlasgowHaskell compiler generate C programs, while the re-maining compilers generate assembler programs. BothC-generating systems impose special requirements onthe C compiler to be used: the Glasgow Haskell com-piler generates good code only when using version 2.2.1or later of the GNU C compiler. The FCG code gen-erator for the FAST compiler generates one large Cfunction for each compiled program since in generalC compilers do neither support explicit global registerallocation nor lightweight function-call sequences; un-fortunately, not all C compilers can handle really largefunctions.It is interesting to note that using C as a high-levelassembler does not mean generating bad code. Gener-ating C does mean however, that considerable tuningis required to produce C programs that the C compilerproperly understands [11]. From the point of viewof performance, the claim that generating C impliesportability is not true, because switching from one Ccompiler to another requires a considerable amount oftuning. Using a C compiler instead of an assembler togenerate an executable object �le also increases com-pilation time signi�cantly.target architecture Some performance di�erences can beexplained only by assuming that the cache of the ma-chine is used with a varying degree of success. On oneoccasion, we found that a particular program wouldrun 25% slower after removing two unused functionde�nitions from the source. We would assume thatthis e�ect has the same probability of hitting any ofthe 14 � 5 experiments and believe that in general itdoes not distort the relative ranking of the compilers.Some of the aspects of the benchmark programs may beconsidered a-typical. In particular it is unreasonable to ex-pect Haskell programmers to resolve the operator overload-ing as was done with the benchmark programs. The resultsthat we have presented thus provide an optimistic view ofthe performance of Haskell compilers. Improvements in thisarea are reported in [1].



Another concern is, that machine generated programsare generally di�erent fromman made programs. A compilerwriter tends to optimise towards common idiomatic use ofa language. Although the idiom used by all programmerswriting in the same language shows variation, the variationfor di�erent languages is probably greater. One example isthe use of as-patterns. As discussed in section 2, the lackof such a facility in Miranda gives rise to a certain kind ofine�ciency, that the compiler writer may choose to avoidby a special optimisation. The implementor of a languagethat does provide as-patterns is less likely to even encounterthis problem, and may thus not provide that optimisation.Our machine generated benchmarks, as they are originallyMiranda programs, contain many of these ine�ciencies, thatas far as we know, no compiler (not even our own) tries tooptimise. However, there may be more subtle idioms, thatdo receive a di�erent treatment by the various compilers.With the invaluable help of the implementors of the sys-tems, we have worked hard to iron out all known unfairness,but there is inevitably some left. Nevertheless, we believethat the benchmarking method for di�erent languages as wehave presented, gives useful information both to the design-ers as well as the users of the systems.5 ConclusionsFive compilers for lazy functional languages have beenbenchmarked using a set of 13 medium size programs, whichwere chosen from di�erent application areas.The benchmarking procedure has been designed suchthat one set of programs could be translated automaticallyinto di�erent languages. Compilers for di�erent languagescould thus be compared. The translation is as fair as possi-ble because we have worked hard to avoid bias towards onelanguage in particular. A comparative study of program-ming languages is more di�cult to achieve in a satisfactoryway by manual translation of non-trivial programs into dif-ferent languages. To our knowledge this is the �rst system-atic, comparative study of the quality of compilers for lazyfunctional languages.Haskell, the most comprehensive programming language,is also the most di�cult to compile e�ciently. The perfor-mance measurements indicate that the simpler the language,the better the run time performance.For one of the programs using arrays (wave4), the bestperformance is more than 10 times better than the worst.This is due to the fact that arrays are not built-in facilitiesof all the languages. The small programs in the benchmarkshow a varied performance ratio of up to 5 times. For theseven largest programs (sched, : : :, parstof), the best per-formance is no more than twice the worst performance. Ingeneral the di�erence in runtime performance between allcompilers seems so small that one may wonder whether thelimit has been reached of what is possible with current com-piler technology.The Nijmegen Clean system compiles about 10 timesfaster than the other compilers and generates good code aswell. This is also the only system that will compile on smallmachines (with a few Mbyte memory). Only a few prob-lems were found with the system during the experiments,Clean is reasonably robust. The compiler gives good errormessages. Clean is a simple language compared to the otherlanguages. It lacks certain important features (e.g. CAFsand local function de�nitions). The Clean manual gives ex-

tensive coverage of the Clean I/O system but the languageitself is not well documented. This should be recti�ed whenthe new book by Plasmeijer and van Eekelen appears [16].The FAST compiler implements a language that is simi-lar to Miranda. This compiler implements a comprehensiveset of primitive functions and generates the best code. Thecompiler itself gives poor error messages. The FAST sys-tem is unsuitable for program development, which should bedone using the Miranda system. Compilation of large pro-grams is slow. The system is still under development andnot robust. There is a users's manual available for FAST.We should like to point out again that we have an interestin the FAST compiler and FCG code generator.The LML compiler is robust and reliable. We experi-enced problems with all the compilers except LML. Thegenerated code is good. If the program being compiled con-tains typing errors, the compiler reports one such error atthe time, which is inconvenient, in particular when consid-ering the fact that compilation is slow. The LML documen-tation is good if somewhat terse.The Haskell compiler from Chalmers and the LML com-piler have many passes in common. The code generated bythe Haskell compiler is sometimes better, sometimes worsethan the LML code. Compilation of Haskell programs is sig-ni�cantly slower because of the complexity of Haskell. Er-ror reporting in the Chalmers Haskell compiler has the sameproblem as the LML compiler. Haskell is well documented.The Chalmers Haskell manual is good.For some programs the Glasgow Haskell compiler gen-erates better code than the Chalmers Haskell compiler andfor some the code is worse. The Chalmers system compilesmore quickly. The documentation of the Glasgow Haskellcompiler is good.Between the moment we started benchmarking and thesubmission of the camera ready version of the paper 8months have passed, which have seen several releases of eachcompiler. Every release improved the performance of theprevious, and further improvements will be made in future.It is thus not sensible to draw conclusions about the per-formance of the systems at some point in the future solelyon the basis of the present measurements. We intend to re-run the benchmarks from time to time and produce an upto date version of the paper. The paper and the sourcesof the benchmarks are available via anonymous ftp fromftp.fwi.uva.nl.AcknowledgementsWe thank Lennart Augustsson, Marcel Beemster, Geo�reyBurn, John van Groningen, Rutger Hofman, Dennis Howe,Sandra Loosemoore, Henk Muller, Eric N�ocker, Will Par-tain, John Peterson, Simon Peyton Jones, Rinus Plasmeijer,Julian Seward, Wim Vree and the three referees for theircomments on a draft version of the paper and for their helpwith benchmarking the Haskell, LML and Clean compilers.The FAST compiler represents joint work with HughGlaser and John Wild, which is supported by the Scienceand Engineering Research Council, UK, under grant No.GR/F 35081, FAST: Functional programming for ArrayS ofTransputers.References[1] L. Augustsson. Implementing Haskell overloading. In
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